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PADUCAH.KY.. THURSDAY EVENING,FEBRUARY 27, 1908

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

WOMAN STANDS AT Paducah to Become Headquarters
CHARGES JEROME
_ RUMOR THAT DEBOE [Second Class City Measures Will
WITH FAILURE TO
CU CHANGE CALL Go to House Committee Tomorrow! TELEPHONE WHILE of Division on Illinois Central
Once More Under Eight Hour Law. KEEP HIS PROMISE
IS DISCREDITED When Work Commences in Earnest. SHOTS'ARE FIRED
NAMED Summons Militia From Hop- Many Meetings of Officials Bekinsville to Pursue Night
ing Held to Change SchedFOR GOULD LINE,
Riders.
ules—Lack of Material Felt
at Shops.
TEXAS' LARGEST A nuttier Outrage Disgraces

Taft Men Would Not Permit Complications Keep House Ad- 1RECEIVER
jour ning Repeatedly at Most
Arbitrary Orders. as They
Inopportune Moments For
Have l'pper Hand.
Legislature.
'ail Isle rand Lyon l'oanties
Join Procession.

4

•

7

•go

•

Christian County.

Mae Two Days.
Theemployes of the car repairing
department at the shops were surprised this morning at the official announcement that the department will
be closed Friday and Saturday. The
bulletin from the master mechanic
reads the slime as have all previous
bulletins, giving as a reason for the
shutdown the general depression of
business, However, It is know that
business is much better now than several weeks ago and the main trouble
lies in inability* to get material from
manufacturers. The officials fear to
Use up the available supply on repairs
to ears that are not absolutely. needed„at the present time until they art
assured, that the supply can be replenished as used.
No order closing the locomotive
shops was received this morning,
though it is probable that they will
not work Saterday.
The report that the shope were to
:lose down for two weeks March 1 is
flouted by the officials' and employes.
between whom there is a perfect understanding
In fact, it is believed
that the force and working hours will
be increased before March 15, if Materiel can be secured as needed.

His Removal as District Attorney Sought by Minority
Traction People.
Aimee Him of Blame P. Pro.

Path-malt will again be made de
sent Financial Situation.
Iteadquartere for all the passenFort Worth, Tex., Feb. 27
On
ger trains running on the Illinois
petitleo of the Mercantile Trust com'Central beginning on or before March
pigmy of New York, trustee for a large TtniAt'so RAIDERS ARE IN OHIO 4, the change being made to comply
FILED WITH GOVERNOR HUGHES
TAfTICS IN THIS l'oUNTI
number of bondholders, United States
with the national eight-hour law, At
Circuit Judge A. P. MeCorirre.k, oe
present the crews on the fast passesthe northern distriet of Texas, apger trains run through from LouisHopkinsville,
K,e.,
Feb. 27.—Night
Albany, Feb. 27.—William Travers
pointed Judge T. J. Freeman, of DalWhile rumors have reached Fadeville to Memphis and return, while
Jerome's removal from the office of
las, general solicitor of the Texas and riders early today fired the residence under the new regime the trainmen
cab that District Chairman W. J. Dte
district attorney oeNew York county
hoe hae deeded to too/upon* the conPicnic, receiver for the International of Bruce Gregory. a farmer west or will change crews at Paducah. makwas asked by William King, of the
and Great Northern railroad. The here. His barn was burned. to .the ing Paducah practically
&teem to telform to the reeommepdheadquarters
minority stockholders' committee of
petitioners allege that the railroads ground. Gregory's wife and baby for all. The local passenger trains,
-aeon of the state committee, after he
the Metropolitan Street Railway comhad arbitrarily set the date for
has defaulted in payment of interest barely escaped. with their lives. The 121 and 12,2, will also change crews
pany, who filed cbarges with Governor
to the extent of $494.620 on bonds; riders shot into the house ante the at Paducah instead
Mereb III no credence in placed In the
of at Fulton as
Hughes, based upon Jerome's alleged
report and the Tuft men, who are now
that the road is imminent and unable occupants crawled under beds to es- heretofore.
failure to prosecute traction elves
assured of every county in the deto meet its operating expenses at& cape death. Mrs. Gregory telephoned
The trainmen running on the
after be had been elected on his prom
test with the possible exceptions of
obligations, and to defray the cords an alarm to this city, notwithstanding freight trains out of Paducah wle
Iseto do so. The charges, white
Crittenden and Caldwell, and contest
of improvements now under way. The the fact that she wmeared on as File also be affected by. the new law, and
cover 48 pages, state that Jerome has
stood at the telephone. Militia are
in Graves and Ballard will not permit
railroad company filed its consent.
trains No. lel and 162 and 154 and
lost cOmpletely the eonfidence of the
any more arbitrary action without, st
The Internationa. and Great Nortbs pursuing the riders The bctuse was 155, which have been running from
people. King maintains that much
least, a protest.
ern is a Ocitild Mee. and 'recently tin, reduced to *she..
Paducah through to Louisville will
of the blame for the present state of
AliAUMIltea received from Won and
derwent reorganization when Leroy 'P.
stop at Central' City.
financial affairs is due to Jerome's
Carlisle counties are that they will be
Price was superseded by Horace
In Robertson Comity.
Paducah veil .be greatly benefited
for Taft strong. In Ballard the sent,failure to prosecute rich and influenClarke as general manager.
Mt. Olivet, Ky., Feb. 27.—(4)eby the new Rhedule, which well be
meut for Taft Is four to one. Caldtial grafters, who have robbed the
Emphatic denial that the Texas and clal.)--Night riders fired into Estill
the same as several years ago before
well county and Livingston county
people and disgraced the city, com:
Pacific railroad Is insolvent was made Curtis' store at Piqua, and then dedivision, headquirters were moved
leeders, as wee ps those In Calloway,
tnencing with the ice trust and hums
The International and,' Great North- stroyed a wagon loaded with tobacco
from Paducah to Fulton. Practically
Traffic Better at Pittsblirg.
declaseetbst the sentiment favorable
ance scandals anct then the 'looting of
ern is the most important railroad in near Sardis. No one was hart, The
all the trainmen will be forced to
I,) the Roosevelt administration is too
Announcement comes from Pitts- the Metropolitan Traction company.
the state of Texas.
They are the first night riders in Rot.
move their homes to this city causlpg burg of
strong for the enemies of the adminimprovement there in the
ertson county.
the addition of a number of families. matter of railroad business. The
trstion to overcome. Even in CrittenTexas Cloninikesion Blamed.
many
of whom have lived here before greatest increases are in the moveden county, his home, Chairman tetOne of the incidents that brought
Night Riders in Otsio.
and will be glad of the opportunity ment of coal and coke
her has the fight of his life des time,
out the receivership application is
Columbia, 0.. Feb. 27.---0hlo state to return.
bei nose he Is fleeing public sentiment
The number of cars handled by the
said In railroad circlecto have been troops were rushed last night to a
The arrangement of the new sche6. Pennsylvania lines west and the Pittsin the Republican party.
tbe recent order of the Texas railroad point twelve miletemlow Batavia, the
ule
ter
trainmen has been the cause burg and Lake Erie last *week was
Tastes- of the Fairbanks workers
emuniintion to the International and county seat of Clermount county,' to
of the many meetings of the officials larger than that of any single week
in MeCracken county, who openly aver
Great Northern company, to make protect tobacco growers 'and buyers
of the road recently. In addition to k since the beginning of the year. Due:
that they are for Taft. but favor an
betterments of it. property in Texas. from fire and dynamite of night
the tralemen the telegraphers are -lug the first fifteen days of Februsee
emerstructed delegate:me-are meeting
wide would have involved an outlay riders.
affected by the new law and this fact more cars were heedled from the
with the disapproval of the better eleut 12.000.000. There are rumors
The first notification that troops has camped the officials to meet oftener
ment of colored voters. They have
Pittsburg district, than in the entire
current involving the status of other had been called but was received last
than usual to arrange to meet the month of January, and that is con
held teveral Fairbanks meetings in
Gould southwestern Hues, and rail- night by Adjutant General Orttchtleki
law regarding operators in effect at steered all the more exceptional since
dives and expect to make the dive
St. Louis, Feb, 117.—The Republiroad circles n'hd Texas__ generally in this city. Sheriff
Rain). of Clot- the same time. At the stations where
'habitues. appear lo---rencet the sesatiFebruary is usually Ole of the dullest can state convention in session here
ivo
.
0
.
1tot, he surprised if other re- mount °panty, telegraphed that he
It is necessary to keep °ignitors on traffic motets of the year.
----meat of tiltektallat—•"-[oder del tnddrse Taft late today. 1112d
eeftrerships are soon asked for.
. bad the liberty of calling out Com- duty at all
hours, the work has hereelect roue delegates to the national
pany K, First Ohio regiment, and tofore been handled by two shifts,
Two knvrveitit vat11.124
convention. The resolution commit-that the company had,,, responded but under the new law three shifts
MARRIES AT NIWISIOPOLIR.
tee is considering a resolution, calling
promptly to hie orders and was by S will be required. To meet this addifor the insertion of a prohibition plank
Harry F. ionet___alit_ Mall* I.%
o'clock
In
the
district
terOhio
river
tional expense some of the all night
Thome* were married at Metropolis SHE SEEKS DIVORCE
In the plitform.
rorized by night riders.
offices probably will be discontinued by Magistrate Thomas Liggett. They
This
morning
Chester
Bondurant
Raiders advanced on the district or the scbedele of freight trains arAFTER THIRTY YEARS
troth went front Pailliab. Claude E.
St. Paul.
,and Ieeniel Wilson. contractors on a along the Ohio river last Friday night, ranged so that-two shifts of operators
litimphreys and Eunice Harper. of
St. Paul. Feb. 27.—The state ReWinchester,
approaching
Adams
earnlevee
constructed
near
Hickman,
who,
can handle the train orders in the alMasfield. were married by Magistrate
Margaret A. Gatnbltir died suit in
publicen vommittee in meeting here
ty. Warnings had -.been received, lotted time. At the Paducah, Union
Ligeett today.
will indorse Taft for the presidency.
circuit Court yesterday against her It is alleged. worked employes over however, and the tobacco
growers. station the third operator has already
eight hours oh government work.
Resolutions are prepared.
husband, A. Guniblin. for divorce and
waived examination before Armour armed and in force, repelled the ad- been added, while at Fultbn, Central
EWS 4IKTt4
H.-(J. T. M.1
custody of her tyro children,
City and other important stops the
Meted States commissioner, vance without bloodshed. White
TN", RAPID PlettNIDTIONSI.
pie
were
married
30
and
years
gave
$300 bond each that they notices and threats teelveYed by word same change will be made. What allago
in
prominent
Matthews,
a,
II
T
Mr it
Frankfort. Ky., Feb. 27.—tSpe FLEET LEAVES TOMORROW
of mouth have tetrorised the dietect night offices will be discontinued has
railroad man of Louisville. and well Graves county and lived together until would appear before the fedetal court.
dale—The
house passed the county
since the appeal was mitthe to the not been given out. While the Change
known in Paducah. where he has often June. 1947. The wife alleges ernel Mr. V. Carpenter Waived examination
Lima, Feb. 27.—Shore leaves end
sheriff. Complicating this outbreak in the schedule for the trainmen has unit bill 76 to 14. Representative
(Nemo has received two promotions in teeatinent and abandonment as her yesterday -and gave bond for his Aetonight and tomorrow the American
terrorism.
a
from
of
came
report
not been officially made the informa- Graves voted against it.
fragrance beforelbe court.
Ave months. Poore months ago Mr rates, of the Betio*,
battleship squadron will leave Callao
Eaton, Freble county, on the Indiana
Matthews was promoted to general
for Magdalena bay.were
border,
that
notices
white
cap
paseeniter agent of the Missouri Pa-4
posted last night on the big tobacco
der, and March 1 he will be made aswarehouse of Young Bros. in Eaton.
sistant genital passenger agent of
ABUSED A HORSE
demanding that the concern cease
Iron
the
and
Peelle!.
Missouri
the
Tobecso
buying
tobact
0
pending
the
headquarwith
jkintintalit:Iallttied,
browers' association efforts to jist the
Sotne one d
ne Kligore's
ters In Kansas City. His many friends
price, The warehouse is of cement.
horse and buggy from In front of his
In this city will be glad to.leara of
and the notice reeds:
residence, 203 Fountain avenue, last
her promotion, bat regret that he is
•
"Your building may be fireproof,
night. Early this morning the horse
Paducah.
away
from
•
mike
moment's
far
so
thought
will
statioeee
and buggy were found In the woods
Governor Willson Puts it Ili satisfy anyone that this is practically but not dynamite proof."
Hopkinsville
Banker
Returns
A tobacco warehouse near Eaton
near Wallace park. The huger was
uselem in this emergency. The whole
turned over and covered with mue
- to Legislature to Do Some- military fotre of the commonwealth was burned to the ground last week.
Assurances of Financial
Mr. Kilgore's fine horse as lame etel
Is not sufficient to garrison all
the the work. supposedly, of' night riders.
thing to Stop Night Hiding. towns
Backing.
showed that' it had been mistreated
and places in which these Troops may be sent to Preble county.
during the night. When first missed
crimes have occurred or there is
it was thought the horse bad run
ground to fear they- may occur, and
DR.
BOYD
HONORED
away, but it Is the opinion that some
no
one
has
anywhere
that
claimed
Franattort, Ky.. F'4:157the
Hopkinsville,
27.—CashKy..
Feb
17.-00verone stepped into the buggy last night.
nor Willson in a message sent to the governor ought to put the whole miller Gus T. Brannon, of the Commerand had a night's use of the vehicle.
legislature urges -some action to Pet itary' force of the commonwealth on
Dr. Frank Boyd has been honored cial and Savings bank, is just back
Several owners of buggies have comditty in various places where no actual by Goserna Augustus E. NVUlsort from a trip to Chicago and he brings
• stop to the "tobacco war.
Washington, Feb. 17.— The gunThe message lb pert Is as follows: known eanger threatens, because that with the appointment as surgeon gen- news of the most cheering sort to ;hi boat Paducah was ordered to Gon- plained to the police recently.
is a violation of the law. The gover- eral on his staff. The appointment people of ties section, as well as to
Turning to the executive branch of
Rives, Haiti. as the result of the Hai4t.,v,tit' bad - cheeks have been the government, we have found it nor has no right to call out the mili- was made known today. and it Was the entire southern portion of the eon government asking that the rev°.
or
any
tary
force,
part
of it. except an agreeable stepriee to De Boyd's state. That is nothing more or less
tinned loose la the city. It is-report- criticised by the press and pulpit, bein caste ofiecteal danger, and the state friends. Dr. Boyd was major surgeon than that financial arrangements have lutionarlea, who are refugees in forei that two young alien are guilty. cause, ln spite-of earnest decisratiens
eign consular agencies, be turned
has responeed to every
, in the Third regiment in the Spanish- practically been made and that with• cne a low set, clean shaven man and and work for -the enforcement ne the government
Over to Haiti. The United States is
ease
of
this
kind.
out
doubt
the
active
work
of
building
American war and was surgeon in
The checks gPren laws and punishment of crime, that
the other one
net expected to be involved.
Employ
Cannot
counsel.
charge. of the division hospital at the long-talked-of Cairo and Ounsbertire on the City %albeit} bank. god department has not been able to precritics
Other
have
complained that Gueyama, Porto Rico.
land Gap railroad will be begun and
the chirography le plata Ind itseM sent continued repetitions of the outthe governor has not employed coal!adieus Girl's Pension..
rughed through to completion as rapoad. To all of the checks "Geo. rages and Wrongs. Some of the critia
tei prosecute the tobacco trust, the
idly as possible.
- Washington, Feb: 27.—Through
. Langstaff. Br." has been signed. The cisms are manDestle unjust. One
-onduct of which Is often cited in exWMATIMICIL
While in Chicago .Jr.Brannon Senator Owen Lillie. Setiglirib. an
flnyterheck passed and reported to thy prominent preeeher ansells the gover.11111111111=10.
talked with the banks that are financ- eleven-year-old Indian girl, in Oklapolice was on Herzog's butcher shop. nor for not les taring martial law,
(Conth nod on page seven.)
ing the proposition Mid' he was as- homa, has asked congress for a penThiel street and -Kentucky avenue when the governor has no more powber
To afford an opportunity for the
sured that the investigation of its mer sion because a fetiet al :soldier shot
The check was for $10 and (be seeing to declare martial law under the conIts had been finished and a favorable her in the face two years ago and members to discuss and consider the
setutIon, than the preacher, Others
man received $9.61) in change.
policy, which is proposed for the Cornreport returned and that now nothing blinded her.
Monday aftentoon the same young tied beet with the governor that he
moesial club during this year, a Dollar
but
for
remained
spring
the
to
HumOpen
of
up
on
William
tolerated
open
defiance
has
man pissed a check
dinner Will be given at the Palmer
In order to begin the work. Further INJURED °ULM GETriN43
ble, Seventh and Adams-streets. Ms. taw by the banded crinenals. Withthan this Mr. Brannon said he was not
ALONG WELL AT HOSPITAL. House March 4. This dinner will
Humble was busy at the time. but nit desiring to enter upon a course or
have no connection trite the dinner,
at liberty to speak, but thin message
tritinedtately after the sale he thought neslanatien and defense, it is enough
which will be given to the St. Louie
Is
sufficient
to
cause
general
rejoicto
people
the
Buttrum,
attention
of
the
Cora
on
Jones
and
Rosa
and
the
peculiar,
o
call
the check looked
business men soon. 'Lit the hope of
ing.
been
a
has
two
girls
who
were
injured at the Pie
telephoning to Langetare Mill found he fact that there never
'The Cairo and Cumberland Gap ducah Moe and Basket testory last the directors to-have every member
It was a forgerye The check war for slat& inetance brought to the ajten•
+um
been
agitated
for
railroad
many' Monday morning, are getting along as present_ It possible. Tickets for tbe
$9 10. and was indoreed by "James tion °Vete gevernoreof en -open de'
the an- well as can be expected at the River- dinner 14111 cost $1 and may be setime
to
time
wears
and
from
contrary
the
on
but
law,
the
M2
of
pfternoon.
Nance
Tuesday
Donnete"
nouncement has been made that It side hospital. Miss Jones, the hack cured from the headquarters of tits
these cases has
• HUMI)., met the man at Third and the whole course of
2
7
Ky.,
Feb
Winchester,
would be built at s certain time, but et whore bead was injured was also Commercial club. All members are
at
gueraots
a
Adams streets awl solve chant/. but been a mosereelon of
Mite
of
denials,
It
Is
believed
a
den:
always prevented. The 'retired interneliy. These injuries requested to get their tickets as sooe
something
the stranger escaped biro by lumping rilla nature, conducted with the greats
through are more serious than the Injury to as possible and to advise Mr. neellte
passing
on for all of the 1906 and 1907
proposed route
descents
by
night
'hidden
secrecy.
allels.
running
through
cat
fences and
Hopkins- •he head. Her recovery will be meet ders A. Fowler, secretary of the club.
of
Cadiz.
Lee,
Mayfield,
crops
of
pooled
burley.
NA.
6.
Wickliffe.
without
any
and
warning
without
stranger
ap
Tuesday night the
\ Ille and .Elkton and on in almost an slower then that of Mire Buttrum, of their acceptance Lot later than 6
followed Owensboro. and two representatives
pearled .at Fred Kamicitere grocery chance to prepare for them,
o'cloeit next Wednesday afternoon.
of
comp
the
American
Tobacco
air
line to Cumberland Gale was SW' whet* arm and leg were broken.
-shy
disappearcomplcte
and after porchasIng Pomo goods gate by sudden sad
1eYf'd years ago apd it is understood
ronnectiel web the have been Inspecting samples. Unlem
man
every
sues
of
check
for
clerk,
•
Yates,
a
'Lester
Auditor's Agent Here.
that the original survey will Dot be
the eeal is closed today, burley grow$10 bearing the name of "W. 4. raid.
State Anditoes Agent H. L. Auditout
by
Paducah
This
leaves
changed.
Prankfort
in
a
ers
say
they
well
governor
go
to
the
given
power
only
The
Bradford," but It was retest-A and'
son, Of Mayfield, ass bent today,
Partly clone) tonight mad lerlday. nearly twenty-eve miles.
Is a statute body and urge the passage of. the
the atranger left. The pollee have 1. dolliot these crimes
going through tie nwords In the
cold
tonight.
warns.
lender
not
MeChord
hill
Over
re...flowed
expend
a
theueend hogs
atithorfxes him to
'been on the trail of the men. but so which
St. Louis, hee 27 - Wheat, $1 oft. eseet c'ork's ^fn ". 1)1P as Yet he
Mr. Clint Weston, of Howlandtown
,w.
heads
of
the
pooled
crop
we,*
sad
to
HIulu'id teeemivieurr yeolrectay,
enitese
and
more
Year
than
$3,040
a
th.the
far they have escaped from
•
has not filed any new mete.
corn, 59%; oats, 51.
is Ill of Pneenteite.
46; lowest 4?“1.4..1116.
not More then two Mon for detective iadependente in the lett feet daya.
clatee
Frankfort, Ky.. Feb. 27.—(8Pte
rea Le —irour—speconde
have palmed the senate and are now
up to the house, there the greatest
Cave*, is being found with legisletime The bills,passed up to the hen**
are those fixing the maximum saloon
license at $50-0; the minimum pole*
force at 20; giving the mayor authority to appoint the official paper.
and amending the charter, so that
police court revenue may be used for
general purposes.
Al), executives of second class cities
smarting in concert in rushing this
;egislation. aad have been successful
au far. Fridaywhich Paducah especially is interested . increasing of. maximum saloon
license and changing the police force
regulations, *ill go to the house cote
mittee on municipalities, of which
Representative Klair.'Of Lexington. es
the chalonen. He has expressed himself as heartily in favor of the legislation.
If it were not for conditions generally in the house there would be
little doubt of the successful enactment of these. charter amendments,
tat the*course of legislation is obstructed by the tangle of the senatorial /attest and the county unit bill.
Heckhain will not permit the Demoatic bolt to Obtain any greater proportions withopt obtruding the county
unit bill, and the temperance workers
by co-operating with him, succeed In
pushing, tlie- vounty unit bin to the
fore every time the hole* attempts
to do anything. Then the anti-county
unit folks serer, • an adjournment,
and so. to accomplieh anything it will
be necessary tor the second chute city
tete to look sharp and rush
their measure into everyippening that
presents itself between adjournments.

MISSOURI STATE
CONVENTION FOR
WILLIAM H. TAFT

WAIVE EXAMINATION

•

tion comes from a reliable source and
is accepted by the railroad men as
being true.

GOVERNOR'S HANDS ARE TIED BY LACK
OF COOPERATION ON PART OF ASSEMBLY

COUNTY UNIT BILL
PASSED BY HOUSE
---UP TO SENATE

CAIRO AHD CUMBERUND GAP RAILROAD
PROJECT NOW SEEMS TO BB SURE THING
with

CITY IS FLOODED
WITH BAD CHECKS
It TWO CROOKS

GUNBOAT PADUCAH
ORDERED TO HAITI
BY DEPARTMENT

DOLLAR DINNER
GIVEN MARCH 4 BY
COMMERCIAL CLUB

0

DEAL BELIEVED
PENDING FOR TWO
TOBACCO CROPS

Grain 'Market.

•

rITIC1/
heart boat* teetered ia a material
toMo- saL
n, vlirsu
moment. The characters are types of
Individuals (emitter in the daily life
every American. no matter In what
part of the country be lie,
me
sl play has had an extraordivary sure
eetib, having had a run of two years
at the Savoy theater. New York City'.
and 'lb addition to he company appearing here three other companies
are playing throughput • the United
States. The company whieh will be
seen here Is a big one in severe respect
*4 is imposing in the large intuition
of able and experisented actors it son-talus. The list of Winivs include
Orrin Jobuson, Robert A. Fischer,
Haroal Russell, George C. State',
Thomas Meigban, William. Deming.
fiatnuel C. Hunt
Samuel Forme,
'Bennett Southard.-Vrank Rwisee,
Basil West, Edward Culver and the
Misses Francis Ring, Louise Everts
and Kate Lester.

NO REPUBLICANS
3611
MADE FROM
SiS•S. ROOTS AND HERBS
ARE RECOGNIZED Hollow Bones or
A SAFE AND RELIABLE BLOCD PURIFIER

of the arms and kg, are tube
liar a pitte ofas Ow- The
holiew eaters is filled with
soft red tufty material called
marrow. Thu is the place
where new red blood is made.

1

In the time of our forefathers the forests and fields were the only labor- -Speaker Pro Tern of Swage Acid
SI
atories Mtn which they could procure their medicines. They searched out
and compousded the different roots, herbe and barks into remedies, many of
With 6reat Disoodrtesy.
whicly6 have been handed down to succeeding generations, and continuously
used with setisfactory results. Among the very best of these old time preparations is S. S. S., a medicine made entirely from roots, herbs and barks,
in such combination as to make it the greatest ot ell blood purifiers. This Is Called MINIM at MIsli f die atm
absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. makes it the one medicine that may be
shin and flights Are Nalesiarly
feeds bone marrow. The reh
used without fear of harmful results in any way. Most blood medicines on
Averted;
the market coetain stercuty, potash, or some other strong mineral. These
lat and the peculiar power in
act with bad effect on the system, upsetting the stomach, interfering with
SCOTT'S EMULSION ewes new
the digestion, affecting the bowels, and when used for a prolonged period re
sleet and new nourishment.
time often cause salivation. No such effects ever result from the use of H41111-esT DAY THIS eifeESION
That b why pea people improve
people.
For
H. S. S., and it may be takes by children as safely as by older
has
on
hel SCOTT
po.w
:
e tIrMULSl
o prixiee
u 0Ne it red
Diseases,
3theumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Malaria, Scrofula, Skin
new
and all other troubles caused by impure or poisoned blood, S. S. S. is a perblood.
fect remedy. It goes down into the circulation and removes all-poisons,
FrankforeeKy, Feb. 27.-Several
impurities, humors or unhealthy matter, and makes the blood pure and rich. lights were narrowly averted as aeonAl Dragnets; Me. sad SW&
It eliminates every particle of the taint of inherited blood trouble, purifies and sequence of the rulings of J. F. Pots
Strengthens the weak, deteriorated blood, and establishes the foundation ter, who was in the chair as presiding
for good health. 6. 9. S. is Nature's Blood Purifier, and its many years of iellicee.of the house. Sawyer A. Smith,
successful service, with a steadily increasing demand for it, is the best evithe Mpieblican floor leader. took Mr. appeal. apparently to hand it to the
dence of it, value in all blood troubles. Book on the blood and any medical
Porter to task for his rulings, au& clerk and instead. putting It in his
of
THS SW/F+ SPECIFIC CO., ATUNTA, I311. during the course of his remarks re- pocket. Mr. Hannah saldeu hineaft
advice free
charge.
ferred to Mr. Porter as a "d--d thethouse had adjourned: -'IV 1 was not law-abiding. I would
scoundrel."
the
rieber
girle
will
have
to
leof
one
DEAD.
COLUMBUS MAN
The two men were about to get to. have knocked yen down." 2
At
tile
her
charms.
the
loss
of
meat
----es,*
'Don't let a little thing like' the
ether la a general
when
of--4-0-4t-is-1dle- to te-1-4- of
Was Olit-ltesidem and Large Brat
law interfere," replies] Mr. Lonem re.
rienda
Interfered,..
any pretty women whatever except
&Aide Genie.
C. W. 0. Hannah and C. W. Long- bet this ended the row. No blows
among the well-to-do classes.
,
mire also had words after the ad. wer• struck.
gods,
beauty
is
a
gift
of
the
If
P.
27.-W.
Columbus, Ky., Feb.
Excitesseet Huns High.
journment-ofahe bournEnd-for a few
Taylor, one of the oldest and most grace may be acquired. ifeth one' minutes it lofted like a free-for-all
Several other tilts were had and a
tlandinlan
•iie
admired
prominent citizens of ibis communite. avhe i seen
started at
their fight might result. The Republicans general tufa might 1tve
died at his home in Columbus of Peasant women _ earreing on
were thorough:). angry and sae they the sights-et Knox-aeon, for everywater,
filled
with
jars
beads
heavy
about
pneumonia after an Hearse of
was worked up to a high pitch
two araelts. 4r. Taylor was born in walking along with noble, lithe steps, expect to continue the fight on the
of oxeiteril*nt. It ease the liveliest
floor of the home.
him.
In
hands
on
their
these
their
Hidtman county on a farm where the
Refuelsl to rectightze a Republican day .which has been seen in .the house
s en women every gesture, their whole attown of Arlingtou nest stand,
'
rhythmical cadepee of their member is regarded generally- as tbeli for sevehl years and reminded some
etude,
the
lived
in
had
November 22, 1830. He
height of rough- riding and the Re- of the tat& feelers of the days when
Columbus 72 years. In bis younger movements had an indeamlbie grace, publicans
ire denouncing snot treat- guns were drawn and the speaker's
earliest infancy they
their
from
for
a owner and clerk
days he was a pil
familiarised themselves with this ment. They say it was not only un- gavereas used as a capon of offense.
had
on a Red river steamboat. He-was a
particular exercise. Put them in a fair and niaparliainentary, but also The Republicans are swearing venreal estate owner and stood high in
abll-room. however., and before they discourteous, and they propose to see geanee and say they will start the ball
this coinumnity. He leaves a wife
had made one turn their clumsiness that it is stopped. 'Mr. Porter had roiling as soon as the house le called
and one son, S. S. Taylor, of St. Louis.
would appear brutally evident to every his hands full all the time he was in to -order.
No Republican member was Nemecthe chair, and adjOteriend the boast
eye.-Grand. •
Chances of Scanty.
when the large majority of the mem- nized and none had a chance to make
If we take at random a hundred
afta Nuritch-1 Want to pet a pier bers voted no. Joilin P. Haswell and any motion.
girls of 2.9 years of age from the lowthey were
swell wtete gloves to wear to a other Republicans of
er classes and a hundred from the
treated with great dril
lurtesy, seen
ball..
beyond • Doubt.
find
that
the
.
welt-so-do class, we shall
Clerk-Totem. How long do you from a' partisan, and they du not proprobabilities of beauty are proportion.
pose to stand for it
"
atelY as four is to six; that is to say, want them?
Gooch Returns.
Mrs. Naritek-'See here, young man
if there are six pretty gees in the rich
Speaker W. J. Gouch returned from
contingent there will be no more than I'litifilt taikin' about rentin' 'en!: I
four in the other. Moreover. by the want to buy 'em.-The Home Maga- Lopiseille. He was there having his
throat treated. He will be in the
time the four poorer girls resat 30 zinc
chair and the Repoblican members
the probalelity is that not more than
There is always a goad-paying job are glad to see him, for glee feel that
one of the four will still have say
marks of beauty; at the same age it Is on tap for the man who can deliver tie isa fair man and will atereast treat
them with courtesy. Mr. Cooch had
equally probable that not more than the goods.
heard of
rough times to the *mum
Only One "BROMO QUININE," that is
and smiled when he was told'that the
Republicans were glad to see him.
Bromo Quinine 62'
He bas done a little riding hillifseitlit
.
1
,›-PsPeso
"
zeverY
25e
Z
4 •
CARTA 4 Cold in One nee. Ce i•Mn 2 Dart
thsses, het he has attransewhuvre -coneidereitle6 for the Republicans and
has been fair to them.
- When the house adjourned at 1:30
"
Mr.Smith met Mr. Porter at the door
of ebe Cloakroom.' According to a
witness, eir. Smith called Mr. Porter
to one side andesaid to him:
A Playhouse Worth While
"I went to say to you. Mr. Porter.
that you acted a d-d scoundrel In
*new right USISII In the right place."
the house.'
New Turk American.
WEEK
"Yon do not mean that.- replied
-COMMENCING
Mt. Porter.
"1 most certainly do mean it. I
say that you are a d
scoundrel,"
The Kind of Entertaintihc
ALL
said Mr. Smith.

Ailvdwigtokes,_said

TO DRESS YOUR HAIR
IN THE LATEST MODE
Try our ready-to-wear l'uff

Seta. We carry a compiete
line of bleb grade Ilan.
Goods- Switches, Coronet
Braids Bangs. Waves,
Pompadours, Rolls, Hair
Nets, etc. Everything for
the half - drag now Ms
popular, at the lowest

Scott's Emulsion

•

LAMM

price* Switches and pugs
M
Made out -of you own
cembines.

-7
Ifillinery Department at L.

SCHMAUS BROS.I
Both Phopes 192.

Groom Houses

WillInInammeminmeammeneesises

-

Buy Your Coal °line Nevi Coal Company

MITCHELL

a Wines From Bewptirt.
Ilenrs. John T. Donovan, Harry
Knorr and George Weikel have • returned from Newport, where they attended the lostallation of a flea- lodge
of the
-Raiahutine-ins with It'
s
membership of 75. About lles visiting nu-tubers were in, attendanse at
the Installatiqyi ceremonies. which
were followed by an elaborate ban
quiet,
Mrs. Gothael-astet this 'scandalous
about the fire department's defective
Mr. Gotham-Yes dear; and please
don't forget my detective bust' 1440%
They need darniug. YOU know. aonkers Statesman.

/

BROWN AND BROWN
e ,o-Ite 1,10c,iirist

WILLS AND BARROW
Offering their Hilarious Skit
Insurance Agent"
Two

EARL McCLURE

Dancing

The

Liccentriecies

COULTER AND MOON

A Merry Musical Melange
Musical artiste, par Excellence

---NUSICAVIIRAM
.. .

OHLMAN TRIO

A Minetrel *Boy

MCNARD
•

MOEHLER

The virt rsat 11, A rt I ats

nuts'Emma
4 CO.
As the Sp, ciai Added

Aire preetrukd

Attrsctliin

IILLYSTINATZ *Mee
MOVING IPICIVIS ES

JACK ROLLENS

Toe Little Chap with the Big Voice
IrSCRIMINATING LAB
M
illuatrated_ Songs and Moving
Pictures

Enjoy Ceing Herpicide on Account
Its Onitinetivenemi.

BEST SEATS 10 CENTS

The ladies who have used Newbroe
Ilerpleide speak of it in the highest
ternis, for its quick effect in cleansing
_ the scalp of danereff and also.
for its
excellence as a general,
makes the weep feel hair-desng.It fresh and It
allays that iteteng which
dandruff
Wilt cause. Newbro's lietrpicide efJEWELER -J
feetively cures dandruff, as it destroys
the germ that causes it. The same
Rt:prtiring A tilipc:.lialty
germ causes hair to fall out, and later
baldness; in' killing it eferpielde stops
Paducah, Ky. falling
522 Broadway
hair and prevents baldness. It
IR also an Ideal hair dresaing, for il
lends an aristocratic chortn to' the
hair that la quite distinctive. Scold by
It acting druggists. Two sizes, 54Ic.
i',,,
i
R. Rudy,
and $1.100. send Vac. In stamp. for
.1 ',IOW r
Atwistent Caehaer.
sample to The Herplelde Co., Detroit,
Mk.h. W. B. McPherson, Special
Agent

W. B. PAR.R.ISH
,
.
. ,. .„ ,-. 0
,...• , -,..,
r•
;.--•

.

,

-

i

r11,,

W. F. Faxtrio
Pr...I.I. lir

,
BANK
sAviNos
CITIZENS'
11.1.•torio..r.,....1 ,

Third told Broadway.

City Depository

k

State Depository

4'apitwl ...... .... ........... ...... ...... .• • •$109.0410
SUrpitim

• •

... -s.

Stockl.014.4-14 Ifietilli y ........
Total areurity to deposItoett

-.

.

Promptness and satistAk tion guaranteed.
and be convinced.
Call Old Phone 595-a

,

50,000

11250,000

Account. of indoiduals and firm,. solicited. We 1141)Pree4itte
small as well sw large depoallere and :14.4 Orli 14)411 the same 4•ourleous
treatment.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
4
4AI

orvN Foirunti‘v

NIGHTS; FROM 7 tit is o'rfe me.

\Mei

sweers.00leerneelle-

115 S. MN SI.
41

Or

Plus 358

Try us

New Phone 159
•

PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.
Everything First•Class
Mite
YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

Service

Forget---The Sun Does Job Work
illeVeleflZirrhaerr. as

AUDITORIUM RINK
Saturday Night, Feb. 29

4

Leap Year Party

This woman says she was saved
"The Lion ised the eleuse.'•
an operation by Lydia E.
fr
Timms is nothing sensational about
l'in kliant's Vegetable Compound,
"The Lion and the Mouse," the sucLena V,Ilenry,of Norristown,Ga.,
cessful drama of American life which
Hedry B. Harris will present here, writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
, -tet suffered uriteld misery from fe
except the tremendous popularityWhich the play acbleved on the male troubles. My,doctor said an operation was the only chance I had, and I
night of the opening'performance and dreaded it almost ae much as death.
wuTctb has aThee groWfl In .TCP time
One day read how other women
until all America is discussing this, had been cured by Lydia E. Pinktuim's
latest work. of Charlet Klein. The Vegetable Cosuperand, and I derided to
-Before I had taken the first
story of "The Lion and tffe Mouse" try it.
bottle I was better. and how I am enbas to do with the es-sailed upper tirely cured.
class of Americans. and the author
"Every woman iruffering•with an7
has treated them in such an original. teende trouble should take ',pHs Is
vigorous and truthful manner, the Plakhases Vegetable Compoand."

Come and v ote fo
s r lady manager.

r

drama has a compelling interest which
is positively fascinating to the playgoer. The principal ctlaracter Is John
Durkee Ryder, in whom playgoers
will regognize a well known Aitinerican, famous as the richest man In
America and also eery mutt in tho
public eye at the- present tjme -because
of his ability to dodge subpoena Sere
era The opposite leading Agare is
Shirley Rossnurre, daughter I an upright Judge, whom R yder and his
political friends seek fo disgrace be
caner of a rein thateltras distasteful
to them. 'Nie other principal eharactens fittel e a United States senator,
and hIs daughter; an ex-Judge of the
pretne court: Jefferson Ryder, son
of the billionaire; the Rev. Pontiff
Deetie and hls sister Jane, well meaning folks ot highly religious print*
pies and some dozen others whodt
Playgoers will be quick to recognize
es typeg eoinmein tq every day elfe
-The Lion and the Mouse" will be the
attraction at The Kentucky this evening.

Interest antl melted more favorable
vomment for the Antercan drama
than any May seen n this country Is
many year! It has freqeently been
celled a drama of today and quite
truthfully se, becatim it deals with
the subject of niiiniciPal graft thai
which there Is no topic of more vitas
Interest to the c ezens of this country at the present erne. It hi • Play
that pulsates with big emotion, powerfni human iatecests and tender ro
mance. it Ir a story of throbbing

•

-

At

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.

he Kentucky

For thirty years LydiaK Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made
from root, and herb,has been the

standard remedy. for female ills,
and has ivisitivety clued thousandsof
women who have been troubled with
di. plaeementa,inflammation.ulcers.
Con, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bearing-down feeling,flatulency,sndigeir

Thursday

tion,dizziness or nervous prostration.
Vigly don't you try it?

Mrs. Plnkhana invitee all wick
women to write her for itdviee.
She has guided thoutionde to
healtia. Address, Lynn, Mass.' .

do

Precents
1.'111.

L,

‘,!!

r1,•plij

-seisritrire

THE LION
—

AND

THE MOUSE
lie Success if lie Unholy.

Prices $1.50 to 25c.

and get it no'w
so you

HENRY B. HARRI
I

1.fiet a Kodak
not

of
those beautiful.
frost- bedecked
seinkr scenes
that are so plentiful
_

Neste on sale Wednesday
9 a. m..

Two years in New ork, time months
in Chicago, six months in Boston.

TUESDAY

WM, A. BRADY sod JAS. A. 811ISMER

miss sonic

"The Man of the Roar."
Rubber Stamps and SupGeorge Broadhurst's play, "The
plies, Numbering Ma- Man of the Hour." which will be seen
here for the feet time at The Kenchines, Band Dater's, etc, tucky
March 8. has stirred up more

100,000

BROWNING

823 Harrison Street

THIS WEEK

Vaudeville's Joy Makers

'The Scarecrow's Iireane" being
the great eastern C medy Hie to.
troduciog the Celebrated D u r

50,000 Feet of Glass

/
Choice Cut Roses, per dotal" —
Carnations, per dozen
_ .30
Cyclamens and Primroses in bloom, pet planti.
.-Tutseral wotk and decorations a specialty. We have the largest line
of Pot Plantsin the city. WNte kir our 190e catalogue. Free delivery to any part of the citV.

MONDAY, MARCH 2

Reetaedere Prevent Fight.
More words passed negarderig the
ruling, Mr. Porter insisting that if
Mr. Smith had been in the chair he
would have done as Mr. Porter haddone. Mr. Smith denied this, and
said that no matter what the motioo
to have been made might be. he would
have recognised the leader of the
other side.. The lie filially was passed
by Mr. Smith and. Mr. Porter drew
hack his umbrella to strike Mr. Smith.
The latter caught Mr. Porter's arm
and just then "the crowd surged in
between them to prevent a flight.
Mr. Hannah. °beetled to the way
Mr. Longmire had taken a written
•

4- Co.'s
Dl

Australian Niekniunes,
Leisure Is regarded as so notable a
characterlstk of Tasmania that it
boars the niekname
‘
of "the land of
Is of time" or "the-land of sleep a
lot;" while He inhabitants are called
eTastslese and Jam eaters," the latter
being an allusion to the island's great
fruit farms. "Cornstalks," as our
general- sisortg splTtlonutAmitrallans applies it strietaess to the
people of New South Wales only, on
amount of the height and slintiere
Became., Victoria Is noted rot Its gusi
tress Victorians ore required to answer to the inelegant sobriquK ' of
"eumeruckers," while South Australians are "crow eaters." to reference
to the 11:e. of crows as food in times
of drought. The large Damns plantations of Queensland gives its leettile
the name of "banana eaters." and the
hot anti arid wastes of West Austrilia
explain the term "sand gropers."London Chronicle:

CRYSTALTHEATRE
ADVANCED VAUDEVILLE

B. Ogilvie

Announce;

The Mao of the Hour
By George Broatitorst,

Minn

W. B. McPherson
Both noses 181.
'telephone deliveries) to any
part of the 4.1ty In 15 minutes.
Roth phones No. IMO.

1

The best play I have ever
Prices $1.50 to 25 Cuts.
tut tais Mode!Le

Hen.
Theodore floolo•velt
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THI IteiDAE,
a

turn to itaettuice. li"1 he Old Spider,'
•••••••••••••••
•
and the 'vehicle absolutely _refused to
•
at HOW I CAME TO
•
break or shoe; a weak it,
•
Some time ago "The Old Spider" •
FARMER,:
BE
A
••
was bought to D. K. Cote Vieher,
SI 3
who •••••••••11111***************
bring
to
it
decided
out
into
the
sun11.SI.TISII tit": %.11111.allE
lortstnat
Light Orbee more-and have it "repairTHE HAIM OF (M.D.
When I was a young man, having
ed." Ile took it to the grandson of
Ake matte-4o boll& it, and was consid- read a great deal about the failure of
erably- astonistod when Mr. howyre cat-tale to find and briug to Justice
that not a bolt was !lead- illicit distillers iu Tennessee, I was
It Carried ne (toner .tcruse -*Wisedh
ed and that "The Old Spider" wits as seized elth a desire to try any hand at
111g 111111,uceit--Stimad %veil flui
the business. Polk county swarmed
round as the dity It left the dictory.
Lusts Journe)a.
_
Not a itooke in -the -ortgtrrat wheetv with nwousteners and to Polk county
was missing or spantered. The tires I wattle . Itemizing the locality that 1
..were found as strong as ever, aird sotTglit, 1 heg•ati operations by pump.Like a reburablied purge
iletamaa
• (oeu tithe springs and Johns were in ing the inhabitant*. Passing a farmdear of 'fa "The Old 8t4 . it
condition for more tratteconthiental house I saw a good looking young ere
Tinge that used to make ta.a.-a-tatti- trips. The canopy ahowed not a hole num on the porch taking care of a
111.10•1•01••••=mm•
(ample of little children. I dismounted,
ga t,
nAutal Woe Hone
iirreear, the trimmings e%en being at
Prantiseo, lung years berm,- th • I mit good as new. The goatskin lining ot went- in sod asked for a drink of wa bilug of the palatial *inset thaot, the ecat seowed few mark,: of wear ter. The woman pointed to a gourd
is once:and theeditioth in the bottom was not hangieg in a wall house, end I helped
%vs heard in the
tuyeelf. 'then, before asking any quesThe Splendid New
again at the eartatiga factor) or
wore through.
tions. I played with the children with
Serial Story
ham Bowers & Sons, in Saratoga .
Mi. Philter decided, however. that -a view to opeuing a
way 10 the mothat re' t, oppoaite t lie !keel itenueit , "The Old Milder" should have a new
er's coatidenee.
seem the Baltieiare Sen.
ctuat of paitth 1-troa. *lumpy and new
"Sorry your husband Isn't at home."
"The Old ettiilar" Was tuilt in 1 s7ii, seat lining. Tye carriage is now le I said. "I'M looking out
for Umber
by Wiltiamia Bowe..., who tiled this the hands of the painter,, and when it lands. Perhape he might know of
Satan Sanderson is the true
year* riga at I-Loa -14e_ or_ witteta -ten euteraes in a fresh cost of black and some to sell."
embodiment
of the requisites
Now Mr. Bowers' son, also ramod
"I haven't got sr-husband," she regratin it will be in condition to roll up
that make a really great story.
liam. and his grandson,- a third Wil- ('hsrlee street alongside the most mod
plied; "I'm a widder."
It gives-the reader a look into
liam, Ire jrurplehing the carriage, ern brougham
She went on to tell me that It
a little INAS oractlatil where ED whit.' little William Hoasrim,-1"1.111 I sir. Hower - it taking great pride in hard for her to get on since her husZalsia interest lit the work,
of the emotions that make or
the resort"(105 of •-riic old Spider,- band's death. The country was rained
onstructed lor
The velt.laie .was
by the illicit distilling that was going
mar life—abd lives—are set is
arid .poluts tt$ It as perhaps the most
on. Instead of farming, everybody was
Fouls Ms-Lane.'a Raitimore capitalisa.
swift,exciting play—one against
cutarivable
eperinien of the thorough making whisky, and that kept respecttwo Jean, ago at the
who died
the other. incident follows inciwork Mau:Milo
h ie.gra nd fa I her.
ablezeople away.
I
age of _nearly...four AC'41
dent with quick succession,and
—_
to
asked,
"be
willing
"Wiield
you,"
I
Wben a a-nung Man -'Mr., Me',tine he
vivid panorama of intrigue,
a
moonrid
of
the
do
something
to
get
npre cedented.
clone a naval eine( r, and one.,. It
mystery,love and strange advenvessel Untied on the Pacific yeast Jut';
turing kindles the interest to
"Well, I don't like to git my neighat the beginning of the bieturical gold
the fusing point
me."
bors
down
on
tb..
'from
crave of I 449 He resigned
"But supposing you could make a
Written in a charming style,
navy and were into the mining bus.
hie, thing of it."
brill iant in coloring,picturesque
matte. Then, Ube tiamern lark
"What cry' call a nice thing?"
In background, fa:thrill in chardon, he des-bled to earn money w
I ttamed a sum f was willing to pay"
acterization and intensely drahinds,
andi
or
hit'
brains'
Mislead
his
for the information I desired.
roatic,with stirnrsg clime1,Satan
leteaure it en: titer of the tVeile-Earro
"Look a-here, stranger," she said.
Sanderson is by all odds the beet
Express compato. 11.• made MI Ini
"You _ halal after lumber; you're
story of the year.,
ametortone, atui was a Moire in lb
a-huntin'stills. Now,if you double that
financial world antil his death.
e hat re Mid, It's a go."
bp HaMie Erminie Raw
I complied with, the teems, and she
--Hut. deplete los toceoas, ate are_
gave me minute information as to
Lane Masan to peat tor the elve:zailen
Acedeorm of Hearts eueusagsslia
where I could tied a half dozen secret
of the Ka-i. ant one tiny he got intit
End Tbr Castaways
nature
with
the
manufactories,
whitey
It.
*win 44 414I.
1.4t.Lti4
them
lessraiseesli)
about
of
wrote,'
all
ti.userstad by
who
knew
•tag here s, v( rat meattis after stat'a
A_ I
/ALL ,
and could testify to tbeUr existence
tog
and ownership in court
Otac hone". and knowing hi- would
Having kissed the children—I wantsootwhave to go West ageina he went
ed to kiss the widow, too; she was.
to Mr. Hower* and told him to make
very tempting—I mounted my home,
tia strongest and nicest eti: rise" Po"—
confirmed the information given me
eitee for the trip. Mr lkiwers gave
by pretending to stumble on the stills
4:£. M.
11 Ts1 3
.
atraaaj itstrui theta to
carpetthere
while hunting timber lands then rode
end blarketniths,
-The Old Si.'
to the connty seat and swore out warpaa. I:
(1,1
Was I h.' reeuit.: Ita I wo vcit[ !trey
rants ((Sr the persona whose names
.
(a -al
-welt. mail.- eide_and cominrtahha a
bad been given me as the owners mind
what , a-iat
subpoenaed the witnemes.
the ',reit C ork was handfasition.A. .1, .s. on'1 lt-•r
na-sity. had upaen
Scene time was nemired to ser4 the
and: to tiliteld the occupants from the 11.-Itite" -Jtiatend *
,
papers!, anti It wah several weeks besat. a large oblong aundirella- er taw'
.
ora.h.:t pre- fare we were ready for trial. Menne
lia,d with purph mato! Mist, Rider The htits
Slide Iralligl frequently on the Widow,
-atcatelthe that my hair- was braYrift: was put 'up.
'
beeoniine quite at home in her house,
Pemierv
Mleitidienloutt
•
earring, air
• •
taking the children out to walk with
Mks
Eater
t
it.
though?
I or-eat to the Pim fle mutt "The Old I
me while their mother was busy with
jtlitt as if you'd
Nik• repeci
tip ii r'' del not ttis in to mind the top
her household duties, I feared that
taa.e ta thit3 gray haltaFrphiltdelphla Ptattts.
at ala-mm a am, w hen aa
'
my bring-au much at -her tonne woul
it...Latin...re seam" Via. tied. r—thc
Mel& those whom I was prosecuilegAttaa
rad buff cameo. Six tine s did( _Speig),Itig of heeut.liers, bat's the suspect that she had glven me the
lesentere•m• wineeilestail
oatatio !so
Vellfort 'n and it- lir.atler with eoap and water.
necessary information, but they didn't
Seem to -trouble her. I began to feel
that I would not mind settling In Ten41111111111111111=r
•
nessee with a vlew te ministering to
the widow and the fatherless.
When the case'came up for trial it
became apparent thee the stills I hail
seen were small ones, the Main stills
where the bulk of the Whisky was
mnde remaining ondiseovered. Ths
You get itandst(me, well
appointed carriag_ea
fees paid the wittiessaw-whose testiwhen I serve you We
mony was worthless—cost the state a
give pronit personal atround penny, and the amount paid
tention at all times.
the widow was a dead loss to mai. I
was riding away from the courthouse
1--1A121.eN' ANDE,RSON, PHONE 915
much discomfited when one of my
witnesses overtook me.
"81-rioilter." he said, "whited you urns
-give for some more information?"
"Nothing.",
"Well. I'll give It to you anyway.
The wirider that put v' on to 'em owned
theahaillakit—aller husbancLo
the big stills about hyar, and when he
was shot a year ago by a revenuer:darer his ertdder tut the property and
hes been Mobs' it ever ernes. Hyar's
may look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
a paper she writ you um."
precede' a storm.4 Prepare for the storm, in your
He handed—tue • missive from the
inviting me to take supper with
widow
when
youill
need
money—there
life—for the tim.
her that evening. I thanked the man
.' is only one way to dtp itr--esve, and you will be sure
for his information and, turning, rode
to the widow's home.
of the future.
%Stranger." she said. "I ha let no
Start today—a dollar will do it.
great lover fer still bunters, seeire my
We pay 4 per cent interest on _ atil savings achusband was shot by a 'revenue,' but
I halift got overayour Lakin' a shine
if Salt with us sift month* or longer.
to Tommy and \Hindle. Here's the
tooneyaeon tins paid me ter motile you
tins ou 'to the stills.. I own '.'nu. and
the witnemes 1 glee y' sir all In my
employ. Reckon it' wouldn't he right
to lake pay fer that, The state can
afford to pay the witness fees"
We were soon seated at a table on
which was- a delicious slipper of hem
and egge, blecult, corn bread and cot
4
fee. The widow did everything she
could to make me forget my failure to
break up rnoonshining In I'olk county,
and by the time I had finiehed my slipper I was in a very, contented frame
of mind. While I smoked she put her
children to bed, and during the time
she was "doing" the dishes I went Into
the.room where the little tots lay and
ptayed -with them till she had finished.
When they were asleep the wridOw sat
'
down liesiderne end said:
"I want to git out o' this moonshtnise. Pm it lone woman,and. thotigh
I'm no fool at turnire off 'revenues.' I
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
halal- got the head fir tussle'
• ,_
ISecoull— The button holes or stud holes match.
property kite nrouey."
rough diamond." Isaki.
a
hiotere
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
drawing her to me. "I'll help yes
and without injury.
Oot oji iTne cotid t ion."
"What Is It?"
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
"That von marry me."'
the "hump" so often seen is mistdpg.
—Ate. consented, and in a short time
I had turned her Mills into csah, with
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yoarself by
which I etoeked the farm. Meanwhile
sending us your laundry.
we were nuirried. anti I make a much
better farmer than deteettve.
ROti-ER PERKINS.
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THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine Met deals "bah all the interests of the
home, that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the bogne-imer. Alt its ainasiMitioas tenter in the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable, more imerestiog. Every issue is cremated full of
practical suggestions fror the houat wife.
THE ROME 11AGA71NE is cheerfu', happy-hearted, whole-sonled. Its dominant
note IS the note of optimism mid hopefulness. From cover to cover, it hipleasant,
en te talnertg. charming and replete sith valuable information.
THE HOWE MAGAZINI is therauglib American tied interests every American man
or woman who has a home, its rang- is wide and its treatment thorough,
THEHMI MAGAZINE'S departrnee's are conducted by nuin and women of
authority. Marion Harland,
es..inple, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Lueene Clute colon butere great series on tome furniture making.
'THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the rule exciting stories, the most beautilui
Iliubtr,mtuoyi5, the must idiportant I. .1 're articles
LIM HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as a and twice
good as ever before.
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The Best Carriage
Service in Palucah

For Everybody in the Home

A

t

seem& Yealuirs)

lions Life
of the Presidential
Candidates

MAGAZINE
n*10
TEN CENTS A COPY

A series of articles deating le
the meet intimate, familiar, lad
personal warm th the'home and
Wady life of Secretary Tata,
Vice -President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senatar keno.
and others. Fatly Mattered.
_legume soca

ONE DOLLAR

Short Stories
A

(A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTi
Til DUAITYLNTS IN Tel SOWS 111ACALINI
Aalt TRIVOLLOWDIC
ODOCUT
Art art whim regales' sant stalker load taligent application to be (Cu. at Lai best ht.ny
reaps, eccompanied ar sperlec .11tarreo.
oteattl• oar readers to KIN aleolarat warmly oed
sham to the boats table.
Marian Reflood, dr grieropt **lag askew.
My, areduate this depaelmosa.

1110011111MILDese
This deparensint sualandy rellerat fhe best
bless mid ...ecnonce of re whale ceastry as
litui,ding ern fortabl. aromas, yet seismal.
pricei Sock

afTTRIOR naeORAT10111
Genuinely helpful, wita tiallety soastesdare al
intense practical tabs. Moral decoration• mak
baraiturs, nil the correct arrangessat ad tate
Worm, erItli a •9e at visa t. atesvoraosa era
ourtam
1101.4111SPING
Tha stansinenett of a bras frame *Oar the
garret, reit b swine Incense of the tkeerealid sad
eine labor-saving devices sow Sues inuestectured tor the coven-write of tee hoenernaker,
whether the home be of two or twisty roma&

ILORICVIT'Ckt OR

LANDIICAPI

GARDLNISC
Invaluable for these levers of asters who
mould make their born* grounds attractive said
boautif,l. Helpful to the sestets lariat ated
laterestiog to every one.

POULTRY AND 1St 111.10411.
Pr•L"cni and peIpfsl 4egertsaitarg.' Wheel
Pnoat, *der of ranitro io one •f tie cogent..
more

By the best writers in the country appear In every iesue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, futrof
wholesome sentiment, good
hamar m64 adventure.

Illustrations

rtac-nou. Fannon
Chvirs• dessass, Wailes/6one and 0901,40116'
atocrIptiorte carefully selected to give eaborrie
***advance styles, pmts.-at rid cuffed.
Cur !pattern department render, aroma' sad
satialeotary werviee at • aintrast coat
M
,111111V%IRY
AND Nuitinioait
sr simple devise that eves very ass
weever' can suerrslfu ily ircomIsh.
pl
variety offered suggests ovviartling tic* appeals to
all laterested is different typea of needlework.
HALTS AND STOMP
Tie making of str,:ing, 'mil-formed, perfectly
fihrytioPeS bodies, the
of exercise bothleg with special articles ea sae caw a the
eyes, newt, teeth and ears.

All the departments are fully
Illustrated kith photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
*ere work appears in Tan'
Hews kiAtiAaiNa, caner ea

color or black arid white, are
Howard Chandler Chritity,HarMoon Fisher, A. B. Westrefl,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay Haadmidgam
etc, OM/

Wart ASMIT.YfrOPla
Fatertaintne Wailes is pirtgrapas of Arra;
los soon alai women_
Illustrated SS ailsi•'
traits.

Cho 11.11CMIllt

MSS AffD INTT7tVITIVa
War OBIS said women rf many vocalise ant
tad asying, on is. gattetreta el dr
day.

edGeTAnt GARDEN
Sesonalle Artie...es •Ireirig Int% garcloados ea
laws or Liiir tot. What in row gad Sue to
roe it
Ft..ed with good ides. Masiaikleil

symen, the sea perelar seriei it America, appear as *crisis harem tior
pohlwanen a book fear.
Tea GOOK= MOST irreales
ift.morous .toles, lore sioi•es
IICIVIS
of business end
roar Ara
=Sof nag and dekgeful, and WU of diani
t4era
appear in ercry nuntber.

Till HORSE AND TVS STAIUt
!Unmated articles by saineenisaged sialre
ter.

Tin COMER JAR
A aiiirth.iitevoking, cheerful', sail
meillaratiog i-olection of
Imirria
and Imeaart both young and

hA.?h

Olb

BobboIlifefill Company,%brisket*Indianapolis,bpi.

This splendid magazine will
be given to The Sun readers

ABSOLUTELY FREE

•

Of Any Cost-

- YOUR FUTURE

Telephone 358

once for
particulars or inquire of our
.• . •• •
solicitors. .: .8

Illechanics.and _
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway

THI.S MA

I We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironer s.--Why?

AZINE,

'IsoncotthebespriIcals
published. Its list
of contiibAS yeti will-note in this ad„ cornoi--the best talent of the day, and the
prises-

"

illy
ions are by famous artists.
.r- •

Be Sure and Send in Your Order

The Sun

STAR. LAUNDRY
Bath Phones MO. 120 North Fourth St.

SpriggIns-- I can always tell when
am at my ofnee whether ft is a hill
collector or a client that touches my
electric bell. Mini:Ins—You can?
gprigelne - Yee, no (Meats ever entree
Somerville Journal.
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fait imams

selves running,
ailing. grovel
suvelet a better
.11%,thould
.
This time they were hurled from lb
a ditch and esbelanee by • ceneussion obis'
cape the aselili Can oseexpel wroog
arrant-1100N AND WEEKLY.
dwarfed the two pre'. Ming vele& Soon
doing and and not expose the wrong?
feat stood still, staring at :the rolling
TSB SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY. Must one then suffer the wrong rather
smoke bank al It was reveitled.br the
than expose it?
inosaromairien. •
-exideskon their eyes' ilea:Mug white,
Too long this country 'a regoterses
well, otters hurled
Sp NIX & MAUL:
faces in their
W. IL lictitHER. Presides&
have been erploited under the beeign
B. & PAXTON. General Manager.
hollowed struts . as if to shut .out the
sway of plea] gentlemen in office,
hellish glare, or to shield themselves
Osayelsh4. nal. by ass la Isaac&
11111101.ed at the postontee at Padusah, who have considered it no part of
from a blow,
us. as second class mattes.
their duty to poke their executive
Out in the heart of the Aloe- rang
'(Osmtlassd trees MO Isses.)
IRAVIII•4
nowt Into other iseople's affairs. They
,
e loud and clear•
• v"it
Seventeen hogsheads of association
evicting
the
receivfence
owners, the
kept themeeives personally clean and
"Beware the next blast!"
MR DAILY SOIL
er had erected substantial houses In
At the :mine Instant the girdle of tobacco were sold to Salesman Veale
.15 let It ak at that.
per week
male per month. In &dosses.. .31
If this 'country were a great bust- place of tbe tents he had found on the sharpshooters rose up smiting the air at the following prices:
melt par rear. in advance ....Mall
hogsheads hags
$ s COt
concern and Roosevelt chosen mtne. They were of frame and corru- -with their cries and charged In like
uses
eastaseKLY SUN.
iron,
sheothed
within
and
gated
suited
10. ci
leaf
hogshead
detritus.
1
madmen
.
of
rain
through
ishould
expect
the
It.
we
executee
head
of
Few year. by mall. postage ile4B ••11-411
withstand a' moderate exposure. They
eil and $12.
r 1;3 hoviheads leaf
unn,tves
tired
aryasfutrhetyhetr•ettilae, .astuillto iitonwie:s
him to ferret out abuse* and reduce t'o
The partners bad witnessed tbe operaAddress THE SUN. Paducab.
About '1.600 hogsheads of associathe conduce of the business; to a *sPhone US.
front a distance. but knew nothing a fight. It was a roes The tief..nders, tion tobacco are now op the Paducah
111Se Ill eolith Third.
That le what he has dune. and tion
tem
411 Young. ChloSIS sad Sew the fact that those, who liaise been about tbe buildings from close exami- feeling they had escaped destruction market, and, considering that it. is
nation.
repreeentatiess.
only by a happy climes. in leaving the very- early in the season, the sales
under stiss»cion. are bitter against
.outlier fit %teat
l'our sithory, 0/14r., fees. etuonsf.elou.--too;
A thrill of affection for this tolace bunk house the Instant they did, were made so far have been satisfactory.
guilt.
their
of
enough
work BUN au be found at the baby- hint,
proof
Mat hue',.hue',.tin( votInly "satisoft" pet.
warmed the young man. He loved this not minded to tarry here where the according
.
)our
Sag places.
of
statements
the
to
and his zeal
IR. D. Clements it CS,
old mine. It had realized the dream Of heavens fell upon their bratls.
lett sheltie he aieat to "piece it our", to eviesell it. For that I.,
Von Colin Bros.
In a way, not to his discredit. his boyhood and had answered the augment their consternation, the ()Metals.
?shoo Homes.
'
matcricij -making the Must of
Salesman Veele'etated this mousing
Roosevelt is abnormal; but it requires hope he had clung to during his long horses had broken from their stalls
•
date
reeetved
to
price
highest
the
that
pubthe
arouse
effort
abnormal
to
an
fight against the nerthisitt It had and were plunging through the conDemagogues have renle to him when be was dishearten- fusion. Fear swept over the men. was 14 cents a -pottnd for one hogslic teseseienee.
shouteii themselves hoarse in every ed. bringing Oyer and hatipiness.-aud blind, unreasoning, contagious, and head, which is the only one recited
"THE INC05IE EXTENSION Stele:TIC" Is purely a fictitious
generation; but their false doctrines had yielded itself like a bride. Now it they rushed out into the night, mi- SO far that graded that high. The
mune for as ti-my rya," anandseer Mike triclassof-people in Ilea cite_
seemed a crime to ravage K.
nding with their eneiniess overrunning hogshead wad sold the first day of•
have found DO response
THE PietWI.E WHO USE THE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLlie crept toward the neareat wall them in the panic to quit this spot. fered.,
"The voice a the people is the
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towns
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surrounding
was
the
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Some
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and
off the
m voice qf God." Joe Cannon has heard
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the cry of the mob many times, and of yokels though the windows were among the pits and pinkies. Others are to the effect that heavy deliveries
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tbe Inbaliitants ran up the mountain aide,andectwered_
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he. pernaps. has failed to s 7111;11
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.111Esse.ht
were on the alert Beneath the tome- hi the brush like quail.
but the priscrs are not working the
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meet.
employ
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Just as he was shout to strike it he
a "New Interest in Life."
only experts may aspire to heard the swish of oiled
few straggling loads that come in
clothes passPersonally appeared before me. this basis that
New York, Feb. 27 -Aiiiirew Cardepartmental positions.
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Become an Active Member at Once
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business manager of The Sun, who
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WOODFORD.
commerce
commission,
and about the same as paid for tobacco
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his coat, he opened the door to Roden.
alarms that the above statement of
The account in the Courier-Journal Thcend-luid aid'down now. and the has outlined his vitves on that body' contracted for early in the *Pawn.
the escalation of The Sun for the
yesterday o the mass•meeting of citi- rain sang musically upon the metal in an article In the March Century enHeavy deliverleeane being made to
month of January, 1908, is true to
ti'led "My Experience With Railway
zens of Woodford county and their roars.
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the best of his knowledge and belief.
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-The Only aeon*. -.state, are all elected, sworn and paid
Every day's experience forces us to
to prosecute all offenses, including of- reeknize that while the tunetione of
When you want qualifenses of the trusts, and they are the three departments of our governfurther stinrulated to do thee/ duty by inent the legislative, the exetettive and
ty, either in cut flower
judicial, are important, the range and
floral designs or plant", .
power of each is small and that Ili the
Violet Sec Toilet Water,
final result eseksiniends upon the sup
Superbe Face Powder,
order from
port and power of the people, and
Violet Almond Meal,
•
neither has any power except that givIludnut's Nailustre,
en and maintained by thp 'People to
Iludnut's 8:chet,
enforee their own law, and that If the,
Pure White(41-ve Oiloi.
peeple fall to enforce the law the government must be without power, except to make an earnest, faithful and
This is on‘y one of the many
tineeleleh appeal to all the people to
representative lines of toilet
guard themselves and their rights.
529 Broads* Both Phooes 398
There are the foundations upen
neee•eories Which we handle.
Owlet lives, liberties ad property.
•
which *e are building success.
I With also to appeal to the general
Why not phone us the next
Our horses arc groomed to the
assembly to pass an act authorizing
time you want something for
pink of condition always and our
and directing the attorney general and
the toilet Sable and let us
Mgr
equipment the beet, yet our
his assistants to take charge of and
send it out.
control all investigations of all ofpriess are extremely reasonable.•
fenses against the laws of the COMNext time you want to take a
buy horses,
monwealth in any case where the atdrive, just call
Ltb
sell
horses,
Muses
756
torney general believes that the local
commonwealth's attorney or county
board horses
I
attorney or other officials are likely
1 , a general
to fall from any cautm to prosecute
every business.
Inch offenses faithfully
Will Help the People.
Druggist
417-421
Flay hose
If the general aesembit will adopt
lottersoo ft. 'the legislation recommended, it will
Seventh anti Broadway,
100
Strengthen the hands of the people's
,
ill °Seim in enfOrcing the laws and pre-

Yaws High Nov.
Sliest Brach Yaw, now Mrs. Vere
GoLethwalte,%Ss just returned from
Europe and will soon begin a long
concert tour of the south and weld.
ISLE
She is with her husband in Boston.
RI AL ESTATE PRICE
Slits has been eitudeeng abroad fur two
years. Iler yoke has a wonderful
range, in fazi, it is the most remarkable voice yet developed. She sings
full seven note higher than Tterasinni.
FRATERNITY
Phases A=
Tetrazitini sings S hat in &Weskit°, or
PADUCAS. KY.
above the scale, levelly, and with a
pure though snmewhat heady tone.
Eilen_Beach Yaw tater F sfierp in altarinio with as little effort ga the
ame note on the treble clef, and-she
MISMOVED TO THIRD AID
can run up the scale from the oats*Into
sharp to thee higher than the
KINTIJOKY.
eo-ealled high C.
'
&sok Wading. Beak Wort. Legs
_
and Llbnwy Welt a ppedelt7.
tt is easier tit do a charitable a
than It Is to refrain from talking
about it.

FOR KEN T
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HENRY MAIDEN, JR.

KILLTHa COUCH

"BESr

Dr.King's
New Discovery

Incandescent
Vapor Gas Light

Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third.
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices'
reasorale.

AMERICAN=GFRMAN NATIONAL BANK

LA

roa cougHs

NEW STATE HOTEL

DRAUGHON'S

100..Candle Power 15
Hours for Two Cents.

j

••

0 (-

i

Poultry Feed

GOVERNOR'S HANDS
TIED BY LACK OF

IMPLES

r.:t.

looNovA.14.

M.J. Yopp Seed Co.

Did you ever try

14

H UD NU T'S

0 dr

fLonisT`'

. Kg.

TOILET
PREPARATI ONS

GAS COKE

••••••,

FIRST CLASS LIVERY

Ask-some of our 200
customers about it.

The Paducah Light & Power Co.

BRUNSON'S

MODERATE PRICES

FLOWER STORE

HAWLEY AND SON i

I

—

SAL WINSTEAD

E
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THE BIJOU
One Afternoon and Night Only

SANFORD CASE
EQUALS THAW
Brooklyn Lawyer it is Alleged
- Wagged Woman.

Thursday,Feb 27

GikAND DOUBLE Brf...L
3 to 6 p. ree.

_
Piker" Tells Story of
of Jennie
Blunt at Braude of Cheeks hil.
Sanford.

7 to 10130 p. m.

TWO REELS 01-7 .PICTURES
Suburbanite's Ingenious Alam
Artistic Rag Pickers__
Little Cripple_
Sold Again
WOW ••••••••••

•

•

• •••

-Edison
Pathe
Pe
Pathe
i tegraph

WILL .DI,

bag boiler, gee brought ono barge
of ties with her. The Wet is tied up
in the Tesnasasee river and will be
repaired laintediatelY•
The Bald Cagle will be taken on
he wee* for repairs to her hull just
as soon as the high waters go down.
She will leave for the Mississippi Heel
when repaired.
The Kentucky is due tonight from
the Tennessee. She will have a good
trip when 4e arrives. The Kentucky
ale_ili_leate tor Witterleee Me.
day night.
The City of Sa: lo came down the
Tennessee to the a harfboat leis morning, preparing to leave on her first
trip this season in the St. Lou:s and
Tennessee rever uade. She is due to
leave for the Tenticeeee this evening.
The John S Hopkins will be laid up
at Evansville for two weeks more for
repairs. She is having a new wheel
made and will have a new *haft put
OD before corn-leg out.
_ The Joe Power will arrive from
Evansville tomorrew moraine ani return at noon Mir the stone port,
The towboat Eagle is doe to leave
for St. Louis with a_tow of logo this

I

ritom His is.rtems.

TflieRfeletT,

THERE !ILL BE
NO LETTING UP

Prear %RI' 97,

lirobiotrobiokrokrotrokrwkr-okr-okriolria

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
In Policy of Warring on Curroption.
Their Tittle Is Wasted Who Ask Him
to Withhold Ilk Hand From
Dealing With Them,

HE ADDRFASES SCHOOL HEADS

SPECIALS AT

,}

THE D A moilT STORE
Handkerchiefs
5 doz. Ladies' Hemstitched Embroidered Crossed
Barred, all pure linen, Handkerchiefs,
regular 25e kind, for •

50c

Net W'alsts

Ne • York, Feb. 27.-Justifying the
Washington, Feb. 27.-That there
1'4 doz. Figured Ecru Net Waists, with in.
shooed; of Charles M. Sanford, r.
will be no let up la President RooeeTWO SOINC3S
serted
yoke of heavy lace, made over
B1004'602
lawyer.
by
Miss
leading
Jest
veers policy of warring "against rotMiss Lillian Rehkopf
Illostrsted Number
silk, a $6 00 quality, for
nie Blunt, Mrs. te. W. Tuttle, a sister
tenness and corruption," eas emphatNettie S. Farnbaker
Added Special-4,Ift the pretty girl who may have to anically declared by the president in
Underskirt.
serer for Sanford's murder, told a
an address to the delegates of the
story to parallel which, one must
Hratherbloom Black ['nave-doz.
Genuine
2
department of superintendents of the
hark back to the amazing recital of afternoon.
Nittional Education aloroceiden during
skirts, sheered deep ruffles, will be sold
The Harth wie. be in ?rola Casey- their reception at the white houme
Florence Evelyn Thaw.
for less than the material would coat S1
With a bullet in hes brain, Sanford silk. tonight with a tow of coal for The president said:
eq._ in Seney hospital hovering be- the West Kentucky Cool c_omeahy.
Knit Tops
at 'it I* kilo lot any man to talk of
•
twieu life and death. His wife Is by
The Georgia Ire loaves, Memphis despairing of the future of this coon2,doz. Knit Top Underskirts, made with an ext6i bedside, and lenisterieg to him Is Friday for Cincinnati. She:will at- -try or feeling unduly alarmed about
ceptional quality of elastic tops with genuine
one %dells daughters, who is a aurae rive at Paducah Sunday noon.
.t, if he- will come in contact with -you
Heatberbloom bottoms, prettily ruMed, el AD
In:the institution. The operation of
The Buttorff will have a little re- here and with the forces that you
specially
priced .
resorted
tg
was
trephanning
areedespair
work
doneto
-het
-blotters
represent:
when
Fundamentally this counThe operetta "Barboa" to be given D. A. R. Prof. Deal, the composer, perate means of saving hie life, but
she reaches Nasheille tomorrow. She try le sound, Morally, no less the:
deserves
support
he
the
have
should
Silk Vests
at The Kentucky Friday evening,
ohyeicians hold out little probably will have her repair's done 111 theistically.
Fundamlnially. In it.
for he has written a beautiful and the attending
time so as not te miss any tripe,
should have the support of every citi- bright little operetta, and with the as- LOPE'.
family life and in outside aettvitiett
4 doz. Ladies' High Neck, Long Sleeve Silk
Jennie Blunt, a nervous, mental
Vests, a good medium weight regular
Joe Cunningham. mate on the Dick of its individuate, the country is betzen In Paducah. The ladies in charge sistance given him, it ha,s been made
and physical wreck, is locked up in Fowler,• fell to the river yesterday at ter -.and rot worse than it formerly
$1.50 grade, in blues and
are working to givo a handsome drink rely artistic. Let the ladies in charge
headquarters.
police
Pace's landing. Cunningham
was was.
log fountain that will be an ornament have a packed house tomorrow even"I am glad I killed him," she cried, laune_hing slog off the
Union Suits
"This does not mean mat we are
,Dick to tithe
and credit to the city, and also to the ing,
not knowing that Sanfordeis still liv- a passenger to shore,
when he lost his to be excused if we fat! to war against'
Grey Union -Suits, a perfect
5
dos.
Children's
ing. "I will answer to my God for balance ;d
t took a dive in the riven. rottenness and corruption, if we fall
fitting
garment
of
best material, regulnr
my act."
He was
long in-getting out, bite to contend effectively with forces of
S1.00 stock, to be sold
It is admitted on all sides that the took his pantie- ger on
to the shore be- evil: and they waste their time who
woman's reason is shattered. SanBali,
ask etc to withhold my hand from
Soaps
ford and his friends maintain that 11,r f°e;lider}R
in
of-al 11: be let oft the dry dealing therewith. But. ft is worth
insanity alone prompted the shooting. docks
“enninri Ankorotw Transparent Soap, 2 25c
so as to
to Golconda Sundae shAle to %Mar the wrong for the very
Her relatives bitterly lamenting that and
cakes to a box and 3 boxes for..._.....
start in her egular trade from reason that we arc confident that
SUCCI'MRS AFTER BRIEF ILL-, MAX' BE USED TO REPLENISH
was
not
instantaneous
the man's death
rs' to
SOIL INSTEAD Ole SOLD.
led a 4 return Monday. right.will ultiniateey prevail.
NESS OF CRAEMIC POISONING.
assert that his inhumanity drove her
Armour's Witch Hazel soap, 3'eakes to a
There was a meeting of fire gentle- . "You who are training the next
mad.
box and per box
' men, four of whom ware'stearnbetat- generation, ate training this country
This afternoon at her home In
, men, and the fifth ad advocate of as it is to be a decade or two hence;
C3auntlot Gloves
Mrs. Ethel Nlar Thomas, Wife of Mr. Their Sale Would Lower •Price of Brooklyn. Mrs. Tuttle, Jennie Blunt s river improvements. yestetelay at the AO while sour work in training the
sister, told the story. Wh -n tfie reintellect
great,
Trash. While Robbing the Soil.
is
it
is
not
Charles Thomee, of This city.
as
great
%Ladies' Heavy -Dog Skin--diatintlet Okswee. peetoiled, hotel. They were; Capt.
porter made known the oteeet of his
Dan Able. 81; Capt. William C. Poe- as your work in training the eharaefeetpcsalityt beat makes
call, she cried:
.
per r
tal, 81: Capt. Ed Callahan, 84: Major ter. More than anything else I want
$2150
"My God, it has happened at last. I
Charles Gontere S3, and Hunter Ben to see the public sehools' turn out
The disposition to withhold tobacco have been expecting Jennie to shoot
Mrs, Ethel M. Thomas, 19 years old
boys
and
who,
girls
when
men
and
all active, bale and
And mdny other spetiatr. Remember Gniv
died yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock stalks' from the market is growing. Kr. Sanford for the part three week*. "1141111/1•• 74.
%omen, will add te the sum of good
ikaarty:=--Globe-Democrat.
the
*plied amount of tad: item will be
at Riversile hospital, after a short In the form of fertilizer, it is claimed, He deserves it. If he Is not dead. t
citizenahip of the nation."
it'414-e
,
Illness with uraemic poisoning. She etalks will return to the grower a is a pity. What my sifter has
, He urged the visitors to leach the
sold
eit the *ice. •
•
01111ted-Formusts.
eat-hie- hattres was _ enough-to
beeatte 11: last Monday and on Tnese_ much better proth -than- if-sacrificedfet be good - eitisens and girls
commit
murder.
The Ohio, from Evansville to Pa- good hourekeepere.
day was taken to the hospital from at the prices generally offered. At drive any woman to
respect tne
"Seven years ago Jennie was one duoah, will fall at an increasing rate r:ghte"of others snit to be prepared
her home. 523 Harahan boulevard. the last meeting of' the Henderson
From the first of her illness she has county union, at the instance of J. A. of the prettiest and nicest girls in for several dayi.'and continue failing and Willing to earn-thee:row* living."
Tapp, of Columbia local, a resolution Mount Vernon. She came down to for an indefinIte period. At Cairo,.lt
become worse steadily. The foilowing.officere were elected:
one day to visit me, and on will begin to fail slowly tonight.
President, W. H. Elson. of CleveMrs. Thomas was born in. Addison, strongly recommending farmers to ,Brooklyn
The Tennessee. from Florence to land, Ohai,seeretary. A. C. Nelson, of
,her return to take; her train she met
'Mo., and was the daughter of Mr. and bold their stalks off the market, wee
r#PRI"temgrAPA0•Ar"Rel
the
Sanford. He cultivated her acquaint- s
days.'ut, (11 connue
ti
falling for Salt Lake City.
Mrs. J. B Smith. f740 Harrison passed unanimously. The following
down
from
come
to
got
her
ance
and
tercet, but had resided in Paditeah tor ifs taken from the Heedersoe (Leaner:
bine-ref lilt • The Mississippi. at Chester. wel
pace set bye file other hots- Was too the surreadri•of Port Artful? fortrees
PIMP
"Primarily A was pointed out that Mount Vernon aid-ilsit
four years. Several months ago she
to the'Japanese, has petitenied Matoffice.
rise
much for him.
.slightly
during
he
next
36
hours.
lower
aubstitute
for
the
was married to -Mr. Charles Thomas. stalks are a
. !, peror Nebulas for a full pardon. The
lonervfall won the second
"One of the side rooms in his office At Cape Girardeau, net ritueh change ribeders Rare al ,Autilteriurn RinkMrs. Thomas leaves one sieter, Miss Igrades of tobacco and in consequence
rateim sutsi court recommended that the death
1:14,
IS fitted up like a studio. There Ta fir 12 hours, then rise slightly.
Best lime.
011ie Smith, and three brothers, Fred, the supplying of stalks at 50 :emits a
never any sunlight in It. He has' a
1.e'lI Owen third. Sh
Owen
Oe
fe
ltnonslisievI
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel. will
sPed
)na amid sent. nee be commuted to ten years'
hundred to parties whet would otherEarl and Boyd Smith.
lamp loaning there all the time with continue filling for several
There was -some fast., racing at the fell ou the titirdefriand. Aeernedal will Imprisonment is a fortress, and that
She was a bright and intelligent wise be fonstrained to buy trash to- a red shade over it; there is a couch
rink
last night. In a sPecial race of be given to the fastest skater after the general tie excluded from the tor
young woman, and during her resi- bacco obviously lowered the price' of in the room. a lot of eastern ornaentries, Charles En rise, won everyone has tried out and the medal vice.'
two
the
latter:
.
and
therefore
If
stalks
many
Paducah
pined
dence in
Meets, rugs, cushions and pictures.
fti
trirvo
eeentr:
Oof
t nrrdiats,..ieRosenthal. thi time was will entitle the, owner to all the privfriends. e'er some time she was con were not marketed, the lower grades He has liquor there that he used to
Lagerwalls ileges ot the rink.
than
REHEARSAL.; roll -Htttnotof
tobacco would most likely sell for
nected with the A. B. Smith Lumber
give her to drink. Long after their
seconds
better,
widstf
five
ARE MOST IK N4 NH•RAG I NG.
than
at least 50 cents more per hundred.
company.
first meeting I was there one day, and
did a ffW days -ago t Lagerwa was 141`010404141. loam YOH PARDON.
Moreover,
it
was
stated
the
Kentucky
For
the
best
prrangement of post
The funeral of Mrs. Thomases was
he gave her some of the stun and it
The rebearsaUfor,-Burlaps" at The
considered the fastest skater till lase
:experiment station had officially deheld this afternoon at 3 o'clock. The
affected her immediately. He tried to cards, centainini views of Paducah. eight. Charles Endries, Charlie hu- Deeseeder ee port. Arthur Makes We K ntuckp last night was a great elleclared
per
ton
stalks were worth $20
a
local
book
dealer--haa
offerei
a
$5
it,
drink
burial was in Oak Grove cemetery.
sisters
to
my
of
get another
man anti Robert Trentham were In
fur litelease.
EverybOdy- was in his place
as fertilder. And further it was arbut she refused, and then Jennie. gold piece to the school child winning.
'
ate! the bright little operetta moved
timeThil•t hal.
--- -me
gued that when trash tobaccos were
The
antiouncement
Was
made
to
the
who was tre.ng to get away from him
St. Petersburg. Feb. 7,--Lieuten- along smoothly and with great spirit.
tendril's son, leeman eeeend -sad
selling for one and two dollars per
•
e young
Only Temporarily.
and had been to the police eourt three
dotanced.
This
was
ant
Trentham
was
Genera; Stoeseel, visit n Feb- The tiekets ere now ore sale arid the
hundred, stalks readily sold for $9 per times to have him arrested, took me stern will begin work at onoe OD the
20 was condeinded
deatk fo tope ebeteldiee crowded
„learn his first attempt at racing. and the •
Ion, wherefore, new that troth Ur Cy the arm*and begged me to
bacoos were selling for 14 and $6 per court with her.
"1
of
on
the
"t
po:t
ee
cer
e
45.1"Taltrantrat
city
ds,m
aa
nn
[it
'
hundred, stalks should, in sympathy.
"I don't know why I didn't g9. afford the school children an excellent
advance in value to $20 per ton as Long before that he had visited her chalice to show their ability. The
a Minimum price.
in Mount Vernon, she told me. He had cost of the cards will be small, and
The eommittee proposes to get t30,_ofirogoodelsereteheree-rtritted
-et:VI-buy the cards and
ton for efedis-flitcreile $11114 to I an the time. For -five years she was iappoint sefterie pupils to arrange the
get that price the-- committee w.11 stupefied most of the time with drugs, cards, the $5 prise to be used to lindoubtless advise members to haul the That was the way he maintained his prove the appeaiance of the room If
won.
stems home and apply as fertilizer to induence over her.
the thin lands.
Hogkethall.
With this knowledge of the value
Fast and furioyer was the playing of
of stalk* our farmers should learn to
the Blues and Whites-in- their -bask-el---them, and --step-airing thee.
ball game yesterday afternoon at the
away and then buy fertilizer that is
Eagiee•*gymnarium. The girls played
not as good at high prices.
an especially good game as shown by
hear that i;ore and Kitty
the more Ii to 12 in favor of the
Desneesite Measure.
lave made up their quarrel!
Blues, who were more fortunate in
"thee-only temporarily. They are
Stages.
River
A dispateh from Maysville, Ky.. is
bitting the baiket. The first half of
going to be married soon!
48.0 0.3 fall a second game was played, and when
Cairo
as follows:
7.5 eel rise time
"After being defeated in this city Chattanooga
was called the score stood 9 to S
Quite Suspicious.
27.6 3.2 fall In fee-or
In the effort to have an ordinance Cincinnati
of the Blues. The Whites
Henty Clews, the banker and au- passed by the city council to put the Evansville
38.2 1.4 fall played great ball, but every
time victhor, was talking at the Union club American Tobaceo company out Olt Florence_
0.3 fall tory seemed
in theiregrasp they lost
In New York about a certafn finan- business In this city._ the "equity peo Johnsonville
eat 2.7-4oli it by. a margin. The
championship
cier.
10.6 1.7 fall series will begin _next
pie are now getting up a petition to Louisville
Tuesday,- ahd,
0.8
fall
22.0
Mt.
Carmel
Me_
tlikeeMonder the man is so emcees- have the board of magistrates or
the last practice game bill be held
12.4 .0.2 fall SaturdayJai." saki Mr. clews. .144 * the son county call a special session anti Nashville
morning. _
_
rise
03
MOW careful, the most suspicious pass an act prohibiting the use of the Lrittlihtirtr:.7..... • • 6-3
16.1 1.5
follower ever-heard of. In -fact he county roads for the delivery of toLeonia
rr
#42r eraMeet.
fall
40.3
Mt. Vernonreminds me of a Staffordehire farmer bacco into this city. This will be the 'Mt.
This afternoon the teachers of the
fall
40.6
0.3
.
eee
Paducah
tether
toted
to
my
tell of.
last move."
High school faculty will meet with
"It was raid of this farmer that,
Professor Sugg and arrange the
days
the
dreary
During them cold,.
whenever he bought a herd of sheep:
"A dollar won't go as far as ft did
monthly grades In pesplisi deportment
dreaming of his and interest in work. The
Size
he examitied, each iheep closely tO ten years ago. The Optimist-"No. Paducahan leenot only
teachers of
sum"Make sure- that it had
ottenig ht it girls Mere a great deal quicker ,;vacation in the worm day* -of
the crates met at meni and arranged
i nter. when he may romp for weeks. the grades.
star.
-Snlart Set
-bat many are actually preparog for
Another reom of the Washington
,ther trips now. Trips on the steam- building has been plead on the beau_
boats running out of the Paducah har- Cful list. Virgil Emever sad Oscar
bor efford a splendid adeserlegeefee
All the Latest Copyright Novels, All the
deon, two High school lads, have
.delightful outing, and the captain o painted the walls of Mrs., beddra's
ene of the large boats running out Of 'Mom op the second floor. The &cleRemember, Only Friday Next
Paducah today said that 58 persons matis are painted green, and pink was
had engaged pae-ege on his boat for used QU the ceiling
The work was
Inext Juoe. This does not include on* well done, and is an improvement
large party, but consiste of only one worthy of Mention
or two persons engaging passage at a
Tomorrow morning at opening exA large stock and a magnificent assortment
,time. Regularly all of the hosts have ercise Mrs. Eels Wade Lewis , and
from which to make your seection.
been receiving requests for the reser- Mrs. W. C. Gray will give a musical
vation of roemit for a trip during the program.
Now, don't you forget it, we cut the prices
summer months, and long before the
$N0Df0
on books whenever it is possible.
summer breezes blow the captains
"look here, my lady!" exclaimed
PII
I
pas
of
ASURFORD
number
the thrifty mak to his extravagant
may estimate on tile
seugere they will carry out on a ttip. Wife. "you are carrying too much
COIAPANY
III
River stare at 7 o'clock this mornT
,
BM* AND
"Why should that worry you?' she
higutead 40.11, a fall of.0.3 since yesS I (' MA N
(Iiirorperwtr.1.)
teRlay Morning.
retorted.•
Salesrooms 112-114-116 N. Falai ti.
405401 JAM SW(
Now at 313 Broadway
?bone
The Blue Spqt nrr:ved from the
"Beffinela I have to raise the WWI,
Tennessee yesterday afternoon with a tbater Why!"-Philadelphi•

Barboa Deserves Packed House.
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BRIDE DIES

59c

TOBACCO STALKS
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FRIDAY SPECIAL!

CENTS

-CENTS

24

geNrrs_

CENTS

Commencing promptly at-9 o'clock, next Friday morning, we offer you
a lovely assortment of full
Pictures, in beautiful designs and nicely
framed. Si-ze 15x18 inch, all Pictures covered with glass, and frAsiteornamented in Satin, Ebony, Gold Burnish and Virginia Brown flashes.
Not one of them show a cheap appearance, and usually sells for double
the price asked.

Popular Works of Fiction

D.L. WILSON
313

TWENTY= FOUR CENTS
that rens

41"a •

...11141rWt.
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